INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
change, whether James is right or wrong in his theory of
the tran&itoriness of instincts, will change if not for that
reason, then for some reason connected with the growth
of habits or the attraction of novelty or what not.
This law of the transitoriness of instincts to which we have
just referred is that instincts arise, last for a short or a long
time (more or less fixed for each instinct), and then wane
and disappear unless, during their period of strength, they
have been given opportunity to transmute themselves into
habits.    The famous instance is the " following " instinct
of the chicken which causes it to follow its mother hen and
to develop a habit of doing so which outlasts the instinct as
instinct; a habit which persists, indeed, when the " follow-
ing " instinct is replaced by a " fleeing " instinct which makes
the chick run away from every animal except those to which
it has formed the " following " habit.   The proof is that
in the absence of a hen the chick of the proper age will
learn to follow a dog or a man, at a slightly later age will
run in alarm from its own mother.   Or if kept from all
companionship of whatever sort for a suitable time, it will
never develop the "following" habit, but will flee from
anyone and everything.
By analogy we are warned to stake while the iron is hot
in the case of our human pupils. And whether the analogy
with the chicken's instincts be correct or not, there can be
no harm in piling on the drawing practice, or the roller-
skating, or the arithmetic, during the months or periods
when the pupil is most in the mood for them, though that
does not absolve the teacher from the duty of trying to direct
those moods and interests, to invent ways of associating
desirable acquirements with the main interest of the moment,
and the like.
A theory of education which has been based upon the
supposed fixity of sequence in the appearance of the instincts
is that known as the Recapitulation Theory. This theory
assumes that the order in which the instincts appear in the
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